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in the 1990s, chinas foreign policy focus on stability in east asia was driven by economic considerations. it prioritized stability to ensure
chinese access to raw materials, markets, and investment opportunities, and it also stemmed from a desire to avoid the political chaos of
the civil war in neighboring vietnam. but as beijing became more focused on addressing economic problems and began prioritizing the bri,

the idea that stability in east asia was in chinas long-term economic interest began to fade. that gave rise to a push from the u.s. to
promote a security agenda, and in turn the idea of promoting regional stability in east asia as well as south china sea stability became a
major driver for chinas foreign policy, even as beijings interests in the south china sea still remain limited. this is a shift that has come

about over the last two to three years. in fact, in the second decade of the 21st century, chinas foreign policy priorities have not been more
favorable towards the united states or regional stability.2 instead, chinas foreign policy goals have changed to more clearly reflect the

countrys interests as it focuses on its trade and economic modernization. albeit not nearly as robust as its economy, russia remains a major
power in the world. its nuclear arsenal, strong military, and tough stance on nato have led to its status as a leading power, regardless of its
economic stagnation. the challenge that russia now faces is whether its political and economic clout can be restored, a tall order given the
transformation of its neighbors. yet russia may not be in a position to dictate the terms of chinas relationship with russia or with its other
neighbors. for this reason, beijing may find it more important to develop a positive relationship with moscow rather than trying to drive

russia from central asia. russia may need to be persuaded to cooperate with chinas economic growth and capacity building.
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